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ACCELERATOR
 

READ FASTER - UNDERSTAND MORE 



REVIEW ACCELERATOR

Faster to review as clearer detail and focus on what has

been changed.

Look at the past decisions so rules can be followed so a

lower grade and paid legal person can be used.

Gives law firms and In House Counsel full visibility on past

decisions on the most negotiated contracts the companies

hold.

Compares in most languages in the world.

Review Accelerator uses a traffic light system to clearly show

what has and has not changed. It enables you to compare the

same document type and same formatted  document from the

library of pre-agreed and used contracts. 

 

It actually shows you all the decisions you made, and changes

you made in a redline, so that all the legal experience you have

invested over the years can be used by either yourself, your in

house counsel or your law firm.

 

As many contracts have an 80% boiler plate component,

the accelerator enables you to download just the paragraphs

that have changed, so reducing unproductive re-reading as

your lawyer will already know the context and can also be

provided with a full redline of the two documents for

completeness sake.

 

Upload various documents you have pre-approved with various

risk appetites to give you an even better experience and use

this tool to reduce the level of expenditure on the seniority of

the lawyer required.
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About Cognitiv+

From awareness to action, Cognitiv+

gives you a better way to understand

your document

Cognitiv+ automates and accelerates document review

and insight. We are experts in Natural Language

processing, Vision AI and Deep Learning for document

analysis, and we have suite of products that automate

document understanding and decision making with a

special focus on contract analysis but also build the first

end-to-end document NLP platform.

 

 

 

REQUEST A DEMO
 

info@cognitivplus.com

+44 (0) 208 068 0066

 

 
 

 

 

 


